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Machine reading Machine translation Information retrieval 

  

The key bottleneck:  the lack of accurate methods for producing meaning 
representations of texts and reasoning with these representations 

Natural language processing (NLP) 



 

                                                       
Lansky  dropped  his studies at RCM,  but  eventually  graduated  from  Trinity.

Lansky      left      Australia to    study    the piano at the Royal College of Music.

1. Where did Lansky  get his diploma?
2. Where did he live?
3. What does he do? 

….

  Machine reading 



 

Lansky      left      Australia to    study    the piano at the Royal College of Music.

Frame-semantic parsing 



 

Lansky      left      Australia to    study    the piano at the Royal College of Music.
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Frame-semantic parsing 

Semantic frame 

Semantic roles 
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Frame-semantic parsing 

Semantic frame 

Semantic roles 



 

Lansky      left      Australia to    study    the piano at the Royal College of Music.

Agent

Subject Institution

EDUCATIONDEPARTING

Student

Source Purpose

Frame-semantic parsing 

 

}  Intuitively,  a frame-semantic parser extracts knowledge from text into a 
relational database 

Frames are tables, roles are attributes 

DEPARTING

Object Source Purpose …
Lansky Australia to study … …

… …Student Institution Subject …
Lansky Royal College of Music piano …

… … … …

EDUCATION

Semantic frame 

Semantic roles 

Nathan will talk about semantic 
formalisms in his talk (15.00) 



}  Motivation:  why we need unsupervised feature-rich models and 
learning for inference 

}  Framework:  reconstruction error minimization for semantics 

}  Workshop 

 

 

  Outline 



 

Modern semantics parsers 

Modern frame-semantic parsers rely on supervised learning 

Text 
collection 
annotated 
by linguists 

Parser 
ready to be 
applied to 
new texts 

learning  
algorithm 

 

It is impossible to annotate enough data to estimate 
an effective broad-coverage semantic parser 

Challenge #1 

In a moment, Dan will discuss methods for 
dealing with this challenge 
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Lansky      left      Australia to    study    the piano at the Royal College of Music.

Lansky  dropped  his studies at RCM,  but  eventually  graduated  from  Trinity.

1. Where did Lansky  get his diploma?

….

Machine reading 



 

                                                       

Subject Institution

EDUCATION

Student

Lansky      left      Australia to    study    the piano at the Royal College of Music.

….

GET

AgentPlace
Object

1. Where did Lansky  get his diploma?

EDUCATION

Student Institution
Manner

MOVEMENT

Agent Object

Lansky  dropped  his studies at RCM,  but  eventually  graduated  from  Trinity.

Output of a state-of-the-art parser SEMAFOR [Das et al., 2012] 

WRONG 

WRONG 

The parser's output does not let us 
answer even this simple question 
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Lansky      left      Australia to    study    the piano at the Royal College of Music.
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EDUCATION

Student Institution
Time

EDUCATION

Student Institution

Lansky  dropped  his studies at RCM,  but  eventually  graduated  from  Trinity.

EDUCATION

StudentInstitution

1. Where did Lansky  get his diploma?

"Correct" semantics as imposed by linguists 
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Lansky      left      Australia to    study    the piano at the Royal College of Music.

….

EDUCATION

Student Institution
Time

EDUCATION

Student Institution

Lansky  dropped  his studies at RCM,  but  eventually  graduated  from  Trinity.

EDUCATION

StudentInstitution

1. Where did Lansky  get his diploma?

"Correct" semantics as imposed by linguists 

   Trinity or RCM ???? 

 

Representations defined by linguists are not 
appropriate for reasoning (i.e. inference) 

Challenge #2 



}  The challenges motivated research in unsupervised role / frame induction (i.e. 
using un-annotated data): 
}  Role induction  [Swier and Stevenson '04;  Grenager and Manning '06; Lang and Lapata '10, '11, 

'14;  Titov and Klementiev '12; Garg and Henderson '12;  Fürstenau and Rambow, '12;…] 

}  Frame induction  [Titov and Klementiev '11;  O' Connor '12;  Modi et al.'12;  Materna '12;  
Lorenzo and Cerisara '12; Kawahara et al. '13;  Cheung et al. '13;  Chambers et al., 14; …] 

Unsupervised semantic frame and role induction 



Unsupervised semantic frame and role induction 

}  The models rely on very restricted sets of features 
}  not very effective in the semi-supervised set-up,  and not very appropriate for languages 

with freer order than English 

}  …  over-rely on syntax 
}  not going to induce,  e.g.,  "X sent Y  =  Y is a shipment from X" 

}  … use language-specific priors  
}  a substantial drop in performance if no adaptation 

}  … not (quite) appropriate for inference 
}  not only no inference models are induced but also opposites and antonyms (e.g., increase + 

decrease) are typically grouped together;  induced granularity is often problematic; … 

In contrast to supervised methods 
to frame-semantic parsing / 
semantic role labeling 

How can we induce frames in a less restrictive feature-rich framework 
and tackle other challenges along the way? 

  



}  Motivation:  why we need unsupervised feature-rich models and 
learning for inference 

}  Framework:  reconstruction error minimization for semantics 

}  Workshop 
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Idea: estimating the model 

Text(s)

Left-out facts 

Reconstruction 

Encoding 

Instead of using annotated data,  induce representations 
beneficial for inferring left-out facts 

Semantic  
representations 

Not observable in the data 
– need to be induced 



 

 

Idea: estimating the model 

Text(s)

Left-out facts 

Semantic  
representations 

ideas from 
statistical relational learning 
e.g., [Yilmaz et al., '11] 

Inference model: tensor factorization  

Encoding 

Similar to a relational 
database 

Guillaume will introduce new effective 
factorization models (11.00) 



 

 

Idea: estimating the model 

Text(s)

Left-out facts 

Semantic  
representations 

Inference model: tensor factorization  

Semantic parser: 
expressive 'feature-rich' model 

ideas from 
supervised parsing 

Inference model and semantic parser are jointly estimated from 
unannotated data 

E.g., [Das et al., '10,Titov et al., '09] 

Mirella (14.00) as well as Phong 
(12.00) will discuss ways how 

such parsers can be constructed 
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Lansky  dropped  his studies at RCM,  but  eventually  graduated  from  Trinity.

GRADUATION
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1. Where did Lansky  get his diploma?

When learning for reasoning 

Trinity 

Distinguish from 
EDUCATION 

Distinguish from 
EDUCATION 

The learning objective can ensure that the  
representations are informative for reasoning 
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1. Where did Lansky  get his diploma?
2. Where did he live?

3. What does he do? 

 

When learning for reasoning 

Trinity 
Australia and United Kingdom 

Inference component can support 'reading between the lines' 

Distinguish from 
EDUCATION 

Distinguish from 
EDUCATION 
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Lansky      left      Australia to    study    the piano at the Royal College of Music.

….

GRADUATION

Student Institution
Time

DROP_OUT

Student Institution

Lansky  dropped  his studies at RCM,  but  eventually  graduated  from  Trinity.

GRADUATION

StudentInstitution

1. Where did Lansky  get his diploma?
2. Where did he live?

3. What does he do? 

 

When learning for reasoning 

Trinity 
Australia and United Kingdom 
He is a pianist (??) 

Inference component can support 'reading between the lines' 

Distinguish from 
EDUCATION 

Distinguish from 
EDUCATION 

Diego will discuss our very first 
steps in this direction (16.00) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General goal  

  Existing methods 

expensive  
annotated data  

large amounts of  
un-annotated text 

'reading between the lines' 

representations not 
appropriate for reasoning 

process each sentence  
in isolation 

ensures they are 
appropriate for reasoning  

BroadSem 
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General goal  

  Existing methods BroadSem 

expensive  
annotated data  

large amounts of  
un-annotated text 

'reading between the lines' 

representations not 
appropriate for reasoning 

process each sentence  
in isolation 

ensures that they are 
appropriate for reasoning  



}  Motivation:  why we need unsupervised feature-rich models and 
learning for inference 

}  Framework:  reconstruction error minimization for semantics 

}  Workshop 
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}  9.30:   Dan Roth on weakly-supervised learning for semantic analysis 

}  10.30  Coffee 

}  11.00  Guillaume Bouchard on new factorization models 

}  12.00  Phong Le and Jelle Zuidema on neural chart parsing models 

}  12.30   Lunch 

}  14.00   Mirella Lapata on neural semantic parsing 

}  15.00   Nathan Schneider on semantic formalisms (FrameNet and AMR) 

}  16.00   Diego Marcheggiani on relation discovery (pilot for BroadSem) 

}  16.30   Posters  (and snack and drinks!) 
7 

The rest of the day 


